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Percutaneous Trigeminal Nerve Radiofrequency Rhizotomy
Guided by Computerized Tomography with
Three-dimensional Image Reconstruction
Jen-Tsung Yang, MD, PhD; Martin Lin, MBChB; Ming-Hsueh Lee, MD;
Hsu-Huei Weng1,2, MD, MPH, PhD; Han-Hung Liao1, RT
Background: Percutaneous radiofrequency trigeminal rhizotomy offers high rates of complete pain relief for classic idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia. When performed
under fluoroscopy, it may cause anxiety for an inexperienced neurosurgeon
owing to lack of familiarity with the regional anatomy, lack of reliable landmarks on fluoroscopy, and perceived risks associated with inadvertent puncture of neurovascular structures near the foramen ovale. The purpose of this
study is to describe a new procedure to maximize patient security and shorten operative time.
Methods:
From January 2006 to May 2009, 79 patients with trigeminal neuralgia
underwent computerized tomography (CT)-guided percutaneous radiofrequency trigeminal rhizotomy under local anesthesia at Chang Gung
Memorial Hospital. These patients included 22 men and 57 women, whose
ages ranged from 36 to 88 years. The authors analyzed the use of CT with
three-dimensional image reconstruction for the guidance of rhizotomy needle
placement to determine possible difficulties during surgery and to predict the
outcome of surgery.
Results:
The surgical outcome of CT-guided trigeminal rhizotomy was good in 63
(80%, 95% confidence interval [CI] 69.2-88.0%) of the 79 patients with
more than 90% (95% CI 87.5-93.7%) pain relief. The outcomes did not differ
from those of the fluoroscopy-guided procedures. However, the median time
for adequate rhizotomy needle placement in the foramen ovale was reduced
in the CT-guided compared with that in fluoroscopy-guided procedure (14
minutes and 40 minutes, respectively; p < 0.001) and the intra-operative discomfort of the patients was also decreased. There were no intra-operative
failures.
Conclusion: For percutaneous trigeminal rhizotomy, three-dimensional image reconstruction provides for precise placement of the rhizotomy needle in a safe and
timely manner, which improves patient comfort and shortens operative time.
(Chang Gung Med J 2010;33:679-83)
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T

rigeminal neuralgia is a common syndrome that
manifests as facial pain. Its epidemiology has not
been well described in the Asian population; however, it is presumed to share many clinical similarities
with that in Caucasian patients with perhaps greater
involvement of the mandibular branch than the maxillary branch of the trigeminal nerve.(1) After excluding secondary trigeminal neuralgia caused by multiple sclerosis and intracranial mass lesions, the condition is diagnosed by clinical presentation.(2)
Various anticonvulsants, either alone or in combination, remain the first choice in the medical treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. (3) Microvascular
decompression or minimally invasive percutaneous
lesioning of the trigeminal nerve, such as radiofrequency rhizotomy, glycerol rhizolysis, and balloon
compression, are reserved for patients refractory to
medication.(4,5) Among the percutaneous techniques,
radiofrequency rhizotomy offers the highest rates of
complete pain relief.(6,7) It is generally advised for
elderly patients unfit for surgical microvascular
decompression and for patients refractory to conservative treatment.
Percutaneous radiofrequency rhizotomy is a
treatment modality not yet popularized owing to the
perceived risk associated with fluoroscopy-guided
puncture by neurosurgeons. In this study, we advocate the routine use of computerized tomography
(CT) with the acquisition of a reconstructed threedimensional image for the localization of the foramen ovale to refine the fluoroscopy-guided Hartel’s
procedure.(8)
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Mass, U.S.A.) was inserted 2.5 cm lateral to the oral
commissure, advanced in the direction of the medial
aspect of the pupil, and then set smoothly around the
foramen ovale without patient discomfort. Screening
brain CT (Light Speed Plus, GE Medical Systems,
WI, U.S.A.) was performed to exclude intracranial
lesions. Treatment was aborted if organic lesions in
the posterior fossa were found to be the cause of the
neuralgia.
The rhizotomy needle was advanced under CT
guidance (Fig. 1), and its appropriate position was
confirmed by three-dimensional image reconstruction using 1.25-mm-thick slices (Advantage
Workstation 4.0, GE Medical Systems, WI, U.S.A.)
(Fig. 2). The correct localization and subsequent
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METHODS
From January 2006 to May 2009, 79 patients
with trigeminal neuralgia underwent CT-guided percutaneous radiofrequency trigeminal rhizotomy as an
outpatient procedure at our hospital. A visual analogue scale (VAS), consisting of a 10 cm line with
the two endpoints labeled as “no pain” and “most
intense pain imaginable”, was used to assess pain
intensity. All of the patients had medical failure with
carbamazepine and baclofen for at least 3 months
and rated their pain as 9/10 or 10/10 on the VAS.
A light analgesic, ketorolac (30 mg, IV), was
administered to the patient. Following Hartel’s procedure, the rhizotomy needle (straight cannula, 10
cm x 5 mm, 22 gauge, Tyco Healthcare Group LP,

C
Fig. 1 Computerized tomography scans show the rhizotomy
needle (arrow) well placed within the left foramen ovale in
(A) sagittal, (B) axial, and (C) coronal views.
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Fig. 2 Reconstructed three-dimensional image shows the rhizotomy needle (arrow) in the left foramen ovale.

lesioning depended on the reproduction of paresthesia upon stimulation, covering the distribution of a
specific division of the trigeminal nerve. The lesion
at the Gasserian ganglion was made by radiofrequency thermocoagulation (Radionics, Inc. Burlington,
MA, U.S.A.) at 60°C for 60 seconds under propofol
sedation without intubation.
A single operating neurosurgeon performed the
CT-guided percutaneous trigeminal nerve radiofrequency rhizotomy for all 79 cases. The operative
time was compared with that in 69 cases with fluoroscopic guidance from 2002 to 2005 in the same hospital. The different operative times between the two
groups were compared with the two-sample
Wilcoxon Rank-sum test because of non-normal distribution. All statistical analyses were performed
with STATA statistical software (version 11.0, Stata
Corp, College Station, TX, U.S.A.). A probability
value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
The time for adequate rhizotomy needle placement in the foramen ovale, obtained with the aid of
CT with three-dimensional image reconstruction,
ranged from 4 to 38 minutes (median: 14, interquartile range [IQR]: 10-18 minutes) which was shorter
than that in the fluoroscopy-guided procedure (medi-
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an: 40, IQR: 25-55 minutes) (p < 0.001) (Fig. 3). The
patients felt more comfortable because of the shorter
operative time and decreased frequency of needle
adjustment. All of the punctures of the foramen
ovale were successful without technical failure.
There was complete follow-up in all patients, ranging from 3 months to 3.6 years (19.33 Ų 10.94
months). The results were good with pain relief of
more than 90% (95% confidence interval [CI] 87.593.7%) (decrease in VAS score from 9-10/10 to 01/10) in sixty-three (approximately 80%) (95% CI
69.2-88.0%) of the 79 patients. The other 20% (95%
CI 12.0-30.8%) experienced various degrees of pain
relief, rated as 2/10 to 10/10 on the VAS. There was
no operative mortality and fewer than 32% (95% CI
21.6-43.1%) of the patients had permanent adverse
effect of mild facial numbness postoperatively.

DISCUSSION
Percutaneous trigeminal rhizotomy for the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia was first attempted by
Hartel in 1914, and radiofrequency lesioning was
introduced by Sweet in the early 1970s. Although the
procedure has been an established treatment for
trigeminal neuralgia for decades with successful pain
relief in about 78% of patients,(9) the importance of
accurate placement of the rhizotomy needle cannot
be overemphasized. Around the foramen ovale, the
foramen lacerum (posteriorly), inferior orbital fissure
(superiorly), carotid artery (medially), and jugular
100
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Fig. 3 The scattered dot graph shows the duration (in minutes) of CT-guided and fluoroscopy-guided rhizotomy needle
placement in the foramen ovale. p < 0.001 between groups.
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foramen may be punctured accidentally, leading to
catastrophic neural and vascular sequelae.(10) Even
with a clean puncture into the foramen ovale, insertion of the rhizotomy needle farther than planned can
result in complications such as carotid-cavernous fistula, cranial nerve pareses, cerebrospinal fluid fistula,
and intracranial hemorrhage.(11) Since then, various
descriptions have been made to improve visualization under fluoroscopy and skin landmarks have
been devised to facilitate the localization of the foramen ovale.(12) However, these can be confusing for an
inexperienced surgeon and at times, the foramen
ovale cannot be observed with confidence under a
fluoroscope. Intraoperative failure rates have been
reported to be as high as 4%.(13)
Percutaneous puncture of the foramen ovale has
evolved from fluoroscopic guidance to the use of CT,
and more recently, the employment of various neuronavigation systems, in an attempt to maximize the
outcome and minimize morbidity and mortality from
inadvertent puncture of vital structures around the
foramen ovale.(14-16) The addition of three-dimensional
imaging reconstruction has produced effective and
safe results.(13,17,18) In our procedure, the relationship
of the rhizotomy needle within the foramen ovale is
better appreciated on three-dimensional images than
on the traditionally obtained coronal and sagittal
scans. It assists the operating surgeon in building a
clear mental picture of where to direct the rhizotomy
needle and it confers confidence and hastens the maturation of this commonly feared procedure.
In summary, three-dimensional image reconstruction for treatment of trigeminal neuralgia allows
precise placement of the rhizotomy needle in a timely manner, which not only improves the surgeon’s
skill, but also makes the patient more comfortable by
shortening the operative time.
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3D ཝᕝᆸᇆညࢦጱ͔གྷϩˬ˽ৠགྷॲडᐛ̷ᕝఙ
̥࣒ڒ ؟ѻ Ղځጯ ਃѠ1,2 ၐ႔σ1
ࡦ ഀĈ གྷϤܑϩˬ˽ৠགྷॲडᐛ̷ᕝఙΞ೩ֻ˽ˬݭৠགྷ൭۞ڼᕽதĄ҃Ă၆ѩԫ
ఙྵགྷរ۞ৠགྷγࡊᗁरĂ૱д߉Җ็ X ЍෛؠҜडᐛ੫ॡĂϤٺ၆ٺѩ
ྋ࣠Ҝཉ۞̙ሢଉĂЯ҃ፉ๋͕̈́ዐܕӉ͋۞ϒ૱ৠགྷҕგඕၹĄѩࡁտ̝ϫ۞
дٺ೩າ۞͘ఙ͞ёͽᆧΐঽˠ͘ఙщБّ̈́ᒺൺ͘ఙॡมĄ
͞ ڱĈ ଂ 2006 ѐ 1 ͡Ҍ 2009 ѐ 5 ͡ĂВ 79 Ҝˬ˽ৠགྷ൭ঽଈٺԊొ౫ዕ˭Ăдလཌྷطܜ
ࡔهᗁੰତ צ3D ཝᕝᆸᇆညࢦጱ͔གྷϤܑϩˬ˽ৠགྷॲडᐛ̷ᕝఙĄֱঽଈ
Β߁ 22 Ҝշّ̈́ 57 Ҝّ̃Ăѐࡔଂ 36 Ҍ 88 ໐Ąώ͛ү۰̶ֹژϡ 3D ཝᕝᆸࢦ
ԫఙΝཉٸडᐛ੫̝Ξਕӧᙱ̈́͘ఙޢĄ
ඕ ڍĈ 3D ཝᕝᆸᇆညࢦጱ͔ˬ˽ৠགྷॲडᐛ̷ᕝఙд 79 Ҝঽˠ̚ѣ 63 ҜঽˠΞז
90% (95% ܫᏥડมࠎ 87.5-93.7%) ͽ˯۞ˬ˽ৠགྷ൭াېྋੵĂѩ็ X Ѝෛ
ؠҜԫఙ̝ڼᒚඕ࠹ڍҬĄ҃Ăཉٸडᐛ੫ҌӉ͋۞̚Ҝ͘ఙॡมΞଂ 40 ̶ᛗ
ഴ͌Ҍ 14 ̶ᛗĂঽˠд͘ఙ̚۞̙නڇϺΞഴ͌Ăͷ͘ఙ̚ؠҜεୀ̝ଐԛĄ
ඕ ኢĈ ڼᒚˬ˽ৠགྷ൭Ăֹϡ 3D ཝᕝᆸᇆညࢦጱ͔डᐛ੫̝͞ڱĂΞ೩ֻ͘ఙ۞щБ
ّĂԼචঽˠ͘ఙ̚۞නዋޘĂ̈́ᒺൺ͘ఙॡมĄ
(طܜᗁᄫ 2010;33:679-83)
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